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About This Content

Illusion VR & PC

Trapped inside your own mind, inside your own dream!
Test subjects of a secret organization that is feeding you hallucinogenic drugs, you are lost between reality and dream.

Your guard is gone for 2 hours and you have to find the antidote and return to reality so you can escape! Nothing makes sense
though...

Just when you thought you found the solution, a door transports you to another universe, you will have to fight against your own
logic, because the dream can become a nightmare!
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Title: Tales of Escape - Illusion (VR)
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
OnSkull Games
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel i5 / AMD FX series or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 210 / AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: For Non-VR players

English,Greek,Polish,Russian,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Simplified Chinese
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This game can be summarized in 3 words: Human vacuum cleaner. What the hell? Probably the most sadistic game I ever
played. I had to take breaks while playing so I don\u2019t smash my head against the wall and end the agony!!! It\u2019s even
worse than CandySnake and I wanted to kill myself while playing that one.

It\u2019s not worth it. Oh, trust me, it\u2019s not worth it. It's not worth for playing and it's not worth for chasing
achievements. It\u2019s not worth for anything! Well, I stand corrected. If you want to psychologically torture yourself then, I
guess its worth for something. If that's the case, by all means.... Tales of Escape is a good "escape room" experience. I had fun
playing this game.
Wish there were more levels.. Definitely different, but it was kinda fun. It does get boring at times, but if you just want
something to do for awhile, I would recommend it.. finally got around to say something about this bike, its a 125 so most guys
know you gotta keep the thing pinned to make it work, very fun bike though like riding it, if your fast and want to challenge
your skill here's the bike for you!. no.
bad game
why did i buy
ewwwwwwwwwww. Nice if you want to go all Tomb Raider.. It's not bad, and I really love the art style of the comic book
interludes, but I can't reccomend this game. It's just sorta barebones in terms of gameplay and at the climax the game bugged
out on me and some of the cutscenes and playable segments were entirely black.

I guess it is worth two dollars, but I didn't have that much fun with it all the same.. Noticed immediately the game were indie
low income made, let's just say I am happy I got to reclaim my money for it, it feels like it's in alpha stage, maybe even further
back.

When I noticed there was no indication of where you hit your pickaxe I kept on going for a little while but quickly realised this
is where it's going to be and not improve further.

It's kind of sad since I really wanted this game to be good, I just can't see this game has a future unless the gameplay \/ character
movement \/ indication of what you are doing \/ easier interface is changed\/added.. Just purchased and installed on Mac.
Clicked play, failed to load with this error:
An error occurred while updating Knights of Tartarus (missing executable):
/Users/myfolder/Library/Application Support/Steam/steamapps/common/Knights of Tartarus/Knights of Tartarus.app

Followed the steam support guide:
Reinstalled, cleared cache, checked file integrity, ect.
No luck.

Navigated to folder and found .../common/Knights of Tartarus/ only contained two files:
mac_content.app and version.txt
Clicking on mac_content.app started the game, although the text was off to the side, not within the 'game frame' as shown in
online videos.
Renamed mac_content.app to Knights of Tartarus.app and everything seemed to load properly.

A little tearing while walking down large corridors, like the castle.
Music nostalgic, controls should be more obviously displayed:
arrow keys to move, X to 'go back', z or space to menu, return to select

Could not post review immediately as a Steam notice popped up:
You need to have used this product for at least 5 minutes before posting a review for it (0 minutes on record).. Well this game is
a kind of clickers game, where you only need to click as fast as you can ; you will also need to dodge some projectiles like
bullets, shoes, safes, etc and take score multipliers. Do not forget to dodge the worm coming from the ground, he is a multiplier
stealer.

About the 'scenario', you are just a dude who throws money to a strip-teaser ( do not expect to see something sexy uh ). The
game does not need proper explanations.
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If you came for the achievements, those are easy to get : at first score normally with your first character ( total of 6 ), get the
related achievements such as 'score more than 1000 points' etc. One is bugged and gets unlocked after the first level.
Then once you are back to the menu, launch the game with another character, let the game open for 2 minutes ( duration of a
level ) and easy achievement.

You can also play Gabe Newell. Sorry, Bage Wenell.
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Great costume for Tamamo lovers, which resembles her looks of lancer class version in Fate\/Grand Order.. This game is
challenging if you want to sit at your screen for a while. Also this game has great characters and awesome jump scares.. it wont
let me play. here's a good fast-paced shooter game. the level design is good as the gameplay is. some minor bugs here and there
which don't ruin the experience. great sprite-style graphics and sticky zombie part all over the floor ;)

it's the typical game you can pick up and play for 10 minute at a time when you're bored.. A very fun and beautiful puzzle game
with a very distinct style and amazin music. Guaranteed many hours of fun with lots of puzzles devided into chapters and
epilogues.. you, you ♥♥♥♥ing bad-dadded, small foot-having, soda pop-riding piece of waste. This is the end of the world, as
its continuous levels reinforce the fact that you are currently being detached from reality. I sincerely hope that the designers of
this sorry excuse for a title know that what they did should be classified as a violation to basic human rights, and that their
actions have resulted in the downfall of my sanity. I would be genuinely happy to see the public flogging of such a malicious
organization. The "game" itself is exactly as its tags suggest; psychological horror. It has its own way of wiggling its way into
your innocent mind and slowly breaking you down. The end result, as would be expected, is ultimate and utter dissapointment,
as you then realize what you have subjected yourself to in the past couple of hours. The very idea of this game's existence is
proof of the end being near.

FINAL RATING: 6/10. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!!! THE PHYSICS IN THIS GAME ARE A JOKE, THE BRAKES IN
THIS GAME ARE A JOKE,THE BODY MOVEMENT IS A JOKE. THIS IS A HORRIBLE ATTEMPT AT A
MOTORCROSS GAME. NEVER IN MY 20 YEARS OF RACING IRL HAVE I EVER EASED INTO A TURN. YOU
LOCK EM UP AND DIG THAT MOTHER F****ER INTO BURM SIDEWAYS IF NEEDED. YOU CANT EVEN LOCK
THE REAR BRAKES AT ALL LET ALONE LAY IT DOWN TO MAKE THOSE FAST TURNS. 100% WORST GAME
IVE EVER PLAYED. THE GRAPHICS ARE BETTER THAN MOST BUT THATS THE ONLY UPSIDE TO THIS GAME I
WISH I COULD GET A REFUND FOR THIS GAME!!!! HAVE THE DEVS EVEN BEEN TO A REAL RACE OR ON A
BIKE AT ALL????
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